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Band: Cryfemal (E) 

Genre: Black Metal 

Label: Osmose Production 

Albumtitle: D6s6nti6rro 

Duration: 39:04 

Releasedate: 30.09.2016 

 

BAM, without focussing on an incredibly long and oh-so-scary introduction, these three Spaniards shoot straight on 

with full power. They celebrate their Black Metal in a way like well made Black Metal can be made. Yes, "can", 

because often this genre also spits out bands that are far better, as they are more innovative. 

 

Concerning the songs, everything seems to be right. Endless disharmonies. Riffs, shredding icy cold out of the 

speakers. Hymnal strumming chords within songs that are wasting away dangerously slow and get screwing 

monotonously into the listeners brain and a shouter which is crying his throat sore like a berserk. From time to time, 

there is a short sequence of acoustic guitars lightening up, before everything is gushing again in pure ugliness.  

 

Well, reading this, this all may appear quite great but here the big "but" enters the game. The songs roll by without 

getting caught, even without any hint of independence. Not bad but too often heard arrangements, riffs and just the 

typical trademarks that got exhausted by other Black Metal bands till the last minute. 

 

To me this Black Metal partially appears like a bathtub filled with water: A lot of molecules forming a mass of a 

uniform substance, while no single molecule is able to stand out because everything is equal. With every further 

drop, the whole thing threatens to overflow. 

 

Conclusion: 

For omni-listeners within this genre it definitively will be the next big thing. All of the others may listen shortly and 

then pass by. 

 

Rating: 6/10 

 

Weblink: https://www.facebook.com/cryfemal666 

 

Lineup: 

 

Ebola - Guitars, Keyboards, Vocals  

Satur - Bass 

Bornyhake - Drums 
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Tracklist: 

 

01. Infestacion  

02. Atmosfera De Tristitia  

03. Profanatism  

04. Requiem Eterno  

05. Bajo Astral  

06. Ultimas Palabras  

07. Perdido No Cemiterio  

08. Espectros De Belmez 

 

Author: Steiff / Translator: Sebbi 


